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SHE FILIPINOS AS ••'ORKilEL' IN HAWAII'S SUGAR INDUSTRY 

INTRODUCTION 

Today the Filipinos outnumber all other races of men among the 

workers on Hawaii's sugar plantations. There are now 24,000 Filipinos 

employed in the sugar industry here. The nearest race to them in point 

of number has a number of about 13,000 employees on the plantations. 

The Filipinos are doing good and important work in Hawaii today 

and they have proved themselves capable workmen for the job. 

The majority of the Filipinos who are brought to Hawaii are 
U iilpp 'tn es> 

from the ILocano and Visayan districts of the Filipinos and in the home 

land are mostly engaged in agriculture. Many thousands of workmen are 

required to carry on Hawaii's main industry and as early as 1906 

the plantations turned to the Filipines for the bulk of the labor that is 

now earring on the sugar industry.The Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association 

entered into an agreement with the Filipine cbmission relative to the 

importation of labor from the Filipine Islands. The first Immigration 

assnounting to about 200 men arrived here in 1906 and 190V. The next 

grou of Filipinos to arrive came in 1909. From then to the present time 

the immigration has been continuous. 

Their passage to Hawaii and 11 expenses are paid and also 

their return passage after a period of three years or 720 working days. 

Ivlany return to the Filipines with substantial savings and buy small farms 

of their own, The Filipinos are anxious to come to work in Hawaii and 

m a n y  m o r e  a p p l i c a t i o n s  a r e  r e c e i v e d  t h a n  c a n  b e  t a k e n  c a r e  o f .  

The Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association maintains an office in 

the Filipines with a head office in Manila and branches in the provinces 

where the workmen are taken.This organization looks after the welfare of 

the plantation laborer in many ways after he has returned from Hawaii 

and also at the time he is recruiting to make his voyage here. 
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THE EXTENT OF THIS RETORT 

This report deals with the conditions of the Filipino laborer 

in the Hawaiian Islands as a whole and not any particular plantation. 

The result of conferences with plantation managers are included 

in this report. 

Casual interviews with Filipino laborers are also receded 

Casual conference with men in the fields working are included. 

Visits to the place where the Filipinos live and gather has been 

described. 

With the aid of the above source of information and the material 

I have gathered from publications and plantations records I am sure that 

this report will give the reade| a very good Idea of Filipino labor con

ditions in the Hawaiian Islands. 

THE REPORT 

A— LABOR CONDITIONS 
The labor and living conditions of the Filipino workers 

in the cities generally are almost analogous to the conditions existing 

in the city of the name nation. 
The work to which the Filipino laborers are engaged in 

the factories and other occupations in the cities can be divided approx

imately as follows: 

Pinea iple canneries- ^00 
300 Stevedors 

„ . 25 Fertilizer factory 
200 House boys 

25 Barbers 
25 Boot blacks 
60 Musicians 

100 Hospital boys 
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Hotel boys 200 

YarcL boys 200 

Drivers (automobile ) 500 

Navy yard laborers 306 

Telephone and street workers 400 

Pineapple fields 4,000 

Rice fields 500 

Fishermen 1,000 

Goffe Plantations 900 

Unknown ( soldiers etc. ) 4,999 

GRAND TOTAL 14,350 

A large number of the workers above enumerated are not working 

steadily; that is not every day. Stevedors for instance work only 

occasionally when boats comin and go away . Some oi them earn© enough 
A\ 

to keep themselves well clothed and fed. Many automobile drivers above 

mentioned own their own automobiles,and are engaged in rent service, that 

is, they hire their machines out for occassional trips.The workers in ohe 

pineapple canneries are hired steadily for about five months of the 

year.After that but a few workers are hired each week , because there is 

little work to be done. A great many of the men in the above table do 

not work steadily, but pBefer to take occassional jobs as they can secure 

them. 

B LIVING GPUDITIONS 
The conditions of life in the cities, excepting those that have 

permanent work may be said to be difficult and miserable because of Jtheir 

irrigular periods of Employment. They find hardly enough to sustain 

themselves and I can affirm that a great number of them lack the necess

ities of life. Often they live by securing shelter from their companions 

who are working. 



These people then become a veritible charge on those who do work.It is 

hard to say why this condition exist because the sugar plantation people 

will give work to any of these laborers who wish to go to work on the 

plantations and will give them a chance to earn wages every day of the 

year. However the attractions of the city seem to be the causey which 

seems to lead this type of Filipino to this irrigular life. 

The dwelling houses of those who live in community cS not 

be said to be comfortable. They rent houses for $ 13 to f>20 a month, 

capable of housing from four to eight persons. 
e 

The cost of afticles of primary necessity in the city of Hon

olulu, compared with those of the city of Minila, seems to be relatively 

cheaper. 

LABOR GOHDITIOHS OH THE PLANTATIONS 

The work that the Filipino laborers perform in the plantations 

varies as follows: 

BY THE DAY OR PER DIEM The day work is such as sweeping 
. £ 

gardens, sweeping floors of the factox^y and the mill, gathering rubish 

in the cane fields, and some kinds of cultivation work and other things. 

This form of work is given more to the convalescent^ and to new 

arrivals than to any othdr group of laborers.Day work is also given 

for a short time to men finishing up a short or long term contract and 

are waiting to begin another, or during the off season time when the 

mills are not grinding. Day work is given only as a matter of giving 

certain types of men something to do. 

For day work the pay is $1, which does not include the bonus 

that each worker receives during the month called { turn out bonus ), 

and in addition to the turn out bonus the workers may receive a proiit 

sharing bonud on the price of sugar, which at five cents is 5f0. The 

profit sharing bonus increases as the price of sugar increases, so that 



if the price of the sugar is 6 cents the day laborer would, receive 

#1 per day, plus his turn out bonus of 10$, plus a profit sharing bonus 

of 15,3. At 7 cents the profit sharing bonus would be 25$ and so on. 

FOR SHORT CONTRACTS-

These contracts include the removal ef earth , plowing, cane e 

cutting, weeding,fertilizing, irrigating, and loading it in the wagons 

and laying portable tracks. The payments of these contracts are different, 
as follows. 

(1)- CUTTING- CANE 

This work is done by the ton. Workers re paid by the group, 

ana each group works under a contractor, but the payment is made by the 

plantation bookkeeper or pay master to the individual workman. The way 

they do it is to divide the earnings of the entire group and divide that 

by the number of individuals in the group and give each man his share. 

Some times the record of each man is kept by keeping account of the 

number of rows cut or the number of tons cut. In this case payment is not 

made by the group, but to the individual, according to the weight of 

cane cut by him.General pay irom S2.25 to $2.50 a day excluding bonus. 

In some cases the plantations make contracts with groups of 

laborers to take complete charge o f cultivating and carry on the work 

till completea. Plantations advance laborers for their sustenanceSl 

per day for every day worked, plus bonus. When the cane is harvested 

the laborer get the difference between the amount earned under the con

tract and the differen advances of a 51 a day.Under these contracts , 

Filipinos laborers get from §2 to $4 per day, averag&ing $2.40. Sometimes 

these methods come under the heading of long term contracts. That is the 

cultivation of the cane fields usually necessitate thejemployment of 

men on the long contract basis. 



( 2 ) -  L O A D I N G  C A N E  

This work consist in loading the cane into the cars in the fields 

The payment id from 2o to 25 cents a ton. For this class of work the 

laborer receives $2.38 per ten hour day excluding the bonus. Cane load

ing is always done on the short time contract. 

WORK IE THE MILLS 

In this work is included all the operations in the mills, by m 

means of contracts by workers composed of from 23 to 33 in each group, 

they take charge of the centrifugals, load sugar in sacks, and carry 

them in the warehouse. This is named a drying contract. Generally each 

worker received from this contract a salary of from $2.20 to $3.27 a 

day, the period of work cowvering from December of one year to August 

of the following. After this, these workers clean up in the mill 

For information I have attempted to compare "the wages paid in 

the FMlipines , and those laid in Hawaii to shww the differences. 

HAWAII Philippine 
Including Islands 

NATURE OF WORK Daily Bay— 10# Bonus 
Cane carrier: A 

Unloading machines $>1.90 $2*09 ^0.50 
Other men 1.75 1.93 O.hO 

Fireroom: „ s . 
Water tenders 2.63 2.89 0.6o 
Trash men 1.60 1.76 0.65 

Boiling house _ n fie. 
Juice heaters and scales 1.75 1.93 ^ 
Evaporators 1.90 2.05 0.50 
Filter Presses 2.38 2.62 
Engine and pumo tenders 1.66 1.83 u.ou 
Centrifugals 2.05 2.75 0.75 

Milling Department . n 
Engine tenders 2.03 2.23 0.60 
Cane feeders 1.50 1.65 o. 
Mill repair gangs 1.84 6.oo 

Carpenter Shop „ _ n An 
Car repairing gang 2.4^ 2.66 • 
Carpenters 2.47 i r% i 

Electricians 2.43 2.67 - • 
Loading cane average 2U6——o'.50 
Cutting cane average >s.<sd 

The Filipino laborers in Hawaii buy^ food supplies an 

necessaries in dollars. As a dollar in Hawaii will not byy as much as 

two p^sos in the Philippines because of the differences m price, 
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h. ve ttemped to get a fairi  index figure by taking unitV p r i c e s  

T< • m , _ 
of su'h food rt icles as r ice,  canned salomn, canned sardines,  ariea 

shrinps, mongo, budo beens, fresh meat, dried fish, dnmons, vermioilly 

laundry soap, kerosene, sugar and coffe. The total unit^ prices o± chese 

artieles__in Manila would be #7.64ynited States currency, while in Hawaii 

articles would cost# 10.96. From this can be deducted the j.aci, 

frVi- power of the american dollar is worth only about 75;p as much in 

it is in the hilippines. Therefore/the dollar is only worth 

1this would mean fof instance that while the difference 

she* he daily wage for cane carrier unloading was 1.59 dollars in 

n in the Philippines per day, realy the #1.59 would be reduced 

by , bp and that actually the Hawaiian wage would then exceed the 

Phi wage per day by only #1.14 . Nevertheless, under any method 

of r it will be seen that the wages paid in Hawaiian sugar factori 

es higher than in the Philippines. 
the Philippines the cane loading etc. are paid fpr to uhe 

con- and he pays the men. The method of pay1 consists^ the con-

tractor giving his men 2.50 pesos in rice per week and 1 0.10 pesos 

per day for food.In the foregoing table 1 pesos per day was used as 

the average wages. 

!

It must be remembered also that in Honolulu the food costs aEe 

sometimes lessened, by laborers having home gardens in which they raise 

their own vegetables.Also they have no house rent to pay and fuel is 

given to them free. 
It must be remembered thpt the Job is worth more to the men 

in Honolulu because they have work all the year around, whereas in 

the Philippines he worts only a part of the year ana some times only 

a part of each month. 
It must be put on record that the wages in the different 

kinds of jobs on the plantations of the different Islands are not 

ail the same, but the average was used in th table__above. 
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ESTIMATED OOST OF LIVING 

For a single person per day 

Rice $0.17 

Food o .20 

Cigarettes 0.05 

Incidentals 0.06 

Total Per Day <^0.48 
30 

Total Per Month $14.40 

Washing per mon$h 2.00 

Soap .10 

Clothing, Shoes, etc- 1.50 

GRAND TOTAL $18.00 

For a family the expenditure of $18.00 for a single should be 

increased 50^ when he has a wife and 15^ added for each child which 

results in the following: 

The worker and his wife with a 50p increase , which is $9.00, 

added to the $18.00 totals $27.00. 

A family with one child, and 15,3 increase in expences, equaling 

$29.70 when added to the ,;27.00and so forth. 

This does not include expences for moving pictures, and other 

recreations, which may be about $2.00 per month, giving a totAL of 

$31.70. Mor id included in this the sum of $5.00 per year for a 

" cedula " a personal tax of some kind. Women workers pay person,. 1 

tax as the men do. 
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FREE CONVENIENCES GRAETED TO WORKERS BY PLANTATIONS 

A house ( valued at from 900— a 1000 dollars ) with modern 
o 

hygienic and sanitary conveniences, including kitchen, tx,th, wash^ouse 

odorless toilets with running water, wood and other fuel for cooking 

their food ana water. The great majority of the houses arei lighted 

by electricity at the cost of the occupant. 

Medicine and Hospital service is free. 

Free school for minors 

•land other honest games 

on tables ,an^' sometimes movies. 

Fields for sports, including equipment for playing base ball; 

Clubs with recreation such as billiards 

volley ball.basket ball,and the like. 

Once a month the plantations admit the entrance of an ©sastra 

orchestra , and d. ncers, in order that the men , women and children will 

be able to amuse them-selvds for the night. 
V >{ 

The Hygj^hic and sanitation of the camps of the workers ,is in 

charge of a special corps of welfare workers^, on some of the plantation 

and by nurses and charity workers on ^he others. The Filipino ministers 

of the district christian churches®- cooperatein these works. 

In the great majority of the plantations the workers can get 

from the lantation storsi meat and freslh milk, as well as the articles 

they need for their maintainence , dress and so forth, at cost price, 

except -rticles of luxury, becaus "the stores of the plantations function 

not on buisness basis but is a to "th e workers.There exist on the 

plantations}private stores, where the workers are free to buy whatever 

\he;needi in any of these dtores, even in disregard ox the plantation 
&.re. AVca ( 

store, because the workers ig paid by the month and his. pay is given in 

legal tender. 

For the security of the workers that wish to save money there 

exist on many of t$ie plantations a branch of a teanfck bank established 
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in Honolulu that gives 4-g*'/<> interest for fixed deposits. It h s been 

verified that in the various banks established in the territory the 
•a 

Filipino workers, since 1924 have deposits the sum of over $800,000. A 
In the plantations that have no existing banks,the manager 

receives the sum that 1he worker wants to deposit, and turns around 

and makes all these deposits at the nearest available bank. The 

figure quoted above of $800,000 is from 1924— 1926. 

The religious needs of the workers are t ken care of by Hi e 

fact that curches are located in the camps of the plantation and also 

in neighboring places. 
I €. -

The worker of Hawaii errispective of distindstdinn get legal 

protection#? from the territorial government. The Revised laws of 

labor,immigr tion and statistics, containing, what shall be paid workers 

minimum pay in connection with immigration labor , the child labor and 

workmens compensation acts are also included in these revised laws. 
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Complaints Beoeived 

1 — From the Filipino workers in the city 

A - That many of them had "been discharged from work without any 

previous notice or explaination 

I "believe that the fact that the city workers are employed 

on temporary jobs and necessarily when the work ceases they 

are discharged gave rise to these complaints. 

B - That "by reason of the measure to "be a citizen of the United 

States "before "being able to be employed on public works and 

other occupations of the territorial government. Filipinos 

employed on public works and other work of a like nature, as -well 

as those employed in the City Of Honolulu as musicians of the 

government band, have been discharged in the middle of the 

past month with out previous notice. 

( These complaints also arose from employment in the city. 

Legal difficulties surrounding citizenship of the Filipinos 

are responsible. ) 

C - That the Filipinos employed in the nayy yards, a total of 306, ha* 

have been discharged from service at the end of last September 

through not being citizens of the United States. Without taking 

into account oS- their long years of efficient service. 

( Again this complaint hinges on the legal aspect of 

Filipino labor in the Islands ) 
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Compliiifcs Prom Workers on the Plantations 

1— That not with standing the fact that they had worked a long time, as 

a matter of fact longer than they are required to the, are not able to 
A 

return to the Philippines. 

2— That their houses are not as goo§ as some of the other workers, and 

in some cases they have not "been allowed to fence them although other 

tenants of similar housed are allowed 

3— That certain sections of the long term contracts "be revised so as th give 

the workers more prestege and make their work more respected. 

4— That the payments for their work "be given to them sooner than it is. 

Because their wages are so small that they have not got enough to hold t 

them over till they do get their next pay, 

5— That the men have to work too many days a month "before they are intitled 

to a "bonus. ( Turn out Bonus ) 

6— That two workers who performed the same work do not get equal pay. 
A vx 

7— That laborers of other nationalities seem to getraore pay that the 

Pilipino in almost any form of work on the plantation. 

3— That owing to the lack of women on the plantation life is nothing agree

able in the camps . -And all the crime etc. committed in the camps are 

probally due to this physiological necessity not being satified. 

9— That the labor comissinn does not inspect the majority of the plantation-

more that once a year 
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RESUME 

The most important facts of this report may "be summarized as follows. 

In the Territory of Hawaii there are now about 40,000 Filipinos in

cluding women and children, and of these there are 5,500 in the towns , 

8,700 are engaged in other work or on plantations not attached to the Hawaiia 

sugar Planters Ass. The remaining 24,900 work and live on the plantations 

connected to said ass'f'.M ^ID * 

Of the said 39,340 Filipinos about 24,900 have pertainent work on the p 

plantations. Refer to the body of the report for the table of wages and 

standards set by the association. 

In the territory there are labor condition^ problems del* which are 

delt with on the last few pages of this report. 

The out-standing points of importants are brought out by their rel

ative positin in the report. 
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